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2.

Section A

Answer all questions in the spaces provided.

Given that

ilo 
ro, dx :7

f'(to,+ r)ax

r.a

o--t
deduce the value of lct

t-tp L t-."ib
l,:7)< l@- l-1

Circle your answer.

[1 mark]

8

Given that

6cos0 + Ssin 0 : Rcos(0 + a)

find the value of R.

Circle your answer.

I

=J €t*E-

[1 mark]

14

=- tQ

Do not write
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3

Determine which one of these graphs does not represent y as a function of x.

Tick (./) one box.

[1 mark]

Turn over )
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4

4 (a)

p(x) :4x3-15x2-48x-36

Use the factor theorem to prove that x - 6 is a factor of p(x).

[2 marks]

P ( e) : +- 63 -rsx 6'-q-Bx6 .- sla :
cts pCG)r : o

f- n'

a. - er ,-S q {-c.<_For of p

4 (b) (i) Prove that the graph of y: p(x) intersects the x-axis at exactly one point.
4 marksl

t-
Js _ 6 I +_.1* \ Socz_ +Rjc_ <6

+;-2d t
..t - tr&:t.-

I-sF<-

,2-A/Lt.x_ F '1 s. + S

G:- - 36

L.- - L,r ac-

.,u* L^? - bo.q- 4 O hqs na
fq q-[ ro.=t-s

g,rrl*. u .nta;t e-c-b:
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5

4 (b) (ii) state the coordinates of this point of intersection.

Turn over for the next question

llilillililfiilItil05

Turn over )
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5 (a)

The number of radioactive atoms, { in a sample of a sodium isotope after time
/ hours can be modelled by

N: Noe-r/

where i/6 is the initial number of radioactive atoms in the sample and k is a positive
constant.

The model remains valid for large numbers of atoms.

It takes 15.9 hours for half of the sodium atoms to decay.

Determine the number of days required for at least 90% of the number of atoms in the
original sample to decay.

':a ft ;' <>

-t* {-- T t :<--t N z ')!-:-:

i\-*=-

ii 
"'t

&-f

Ni *

J-*
>{._ 1_f>&{ €"-* q.

trr \ €__-:t-f-

t5--a

,/ { \
\,4 ( ;; ) *

! lv /

jlrl .a- i:l:s-;'4:- in--

,s'--Jx \-r. k)
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Find the percentage of the atoms remaining after the first week.

Give your answer to two significant figures.

"[s- l6b
l-fo.u{:5

[2 marks]

C:-*c;66o.ci (2-s \

5 (c) Explain why the model can only provide an estimate for the number of remaining
atoms.

[1 mark]

=lLo rv-r crCt':Li ,"' S C-o, *.. b, 
'-l.,--.***

'l-tr!O l* * 'Ttt€,- p.'!t--1yp1.---1p l-
I'r

<> ]- 'a - 
\Jr\ j\

t rs cji ', rq.+*d5te-

5 (d) Explain why the model is invalid in the long run.

,,'\, 'i ! i *j1.S C- c,.t.J-\ ;r3^s1e^ q_
[1 mark]

i-j.*e

! rf
e rv{il!*r aL471 -sJ..xi'.Q-/ /qrcr <l/^.e-S -Z.€-fC

\.== LL, *
\-J

. --^1 'r ,' ;.. n 1

rVw_-<J,-i-2"," :o\ic, . Q.r.j.a-rT\-{.:r, .\

11fteC*. ** t,r,<-lFS 3^,*,. t-r'"t*C rLll--"n

tt .*t
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I

The graph of y: f (x) is shown below.

6 (a) Sketch the graph of y: f (-x) r-f\=- c.b t'.'... i '^' 3* a:<.'j
[2 marks]

( -2,6)

,t-t)

Do not wite
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box
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6 (b) Sketch the graph of y : 2f (g - a f['a-. $c> r,..'"r' b

6 (c) Sketch the graph of y: f 161

[3 marks]

gr oo{t e-'
b<-
C2'
Qe

64 rod r

G
f=-

3c- z

[2 marks]

Turn over for the next question
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7 (a)

r-- 2

31 :3x'Z><l
Using nC,:r$4showthat ,C2:ry 

V, : r^ C".-t);, .. lln\n-r)t - z 6_z.]lt.:(a_fpmaif.dl
t1 r rt(n-')(n-z-') [t-lt

Zt x C^*.)-" I

2 >< ( '".-L) -

r,rlh. <.h <c,rrJs bo A C n-., \

7 (b) (i) Show that the equation

2xnC4:51 xnC2

simplifies to

n2-sr-3oo:o
[3 marks]

^c

(^-tf-) " "' \

(,.**J (^ - :) : s

n (n -r)

(., -,) (,^ --l (,^ - {

nz - S,o * S(]CJ '-- O
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7 (b) (ii) Hence, solve the equation

2xnC4:51 x"C2

S-n 3o() : c!
[2 marks]

f\ €-+t 5 OT {1 E 2*C

G-5 fr >c
fle- 2o

Turn over for the next question
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The sum to infinity of a geometric series is 96 \-.-* d,)

The first term of the series is less than 30

The second term of the series is 18 g;L{* -: I S

8 (a) Find the first term and common ratio of the series.

c1'6

c.*. It

t -- r*'

I

[5 marks]

!Ff*-

u:r *lB
f:L

:*- q(
(>*iE-

^z*-
(>- -5* q6(oi--1?\

{X

c,rt* c:jL =- 7Y
[ -1,-

C r"+\ ci't q-

g>- : 2^+
tF

q

8 (b) (i) Show that the nth term of the series, un, can be written as

3n
,t -- 22n-5

'"L

{-h' G- r d} r
[4 marks]

"2-t* !3'S:ttr

Lfu2-'

x *;-

t-d e_

l*,1 3

F.

}<'

L-d

-F\)l

^2*'2-
44

><s

._---,1 t
x.1

-3 -"1 
*t

.= s xl*"
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2^r'r' * g'

I
I

8 (b) (ii) Hence show that

log3u, : n(1 - 2log32) + S log3 2

r'.\

L,{.-r a 3
"23^ * s-

3"' f .^ z-:"" *ts- \

= i:)-.,u-s.\ icrq *, Z-

(
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e (a) For cos 0 10, prove that
i€r'€-t

e .e =2S: 51,nZS
cosec20 +cot20:cot0

c-es' Le -- 2-c*s2',e'3t"tnqcot?g = Css 2e

Ces 2-@ [ -e cc.,s2O
St-l -St".t Ze S'in "-e

X +- 2=o*te--1
2- si,-r 6 eos €

lLn
-/ _ G.€.S r<t e=.t @
2- Scn € Qe.n G

9 (b) Explain why

cot? I cosec20 +cot20

when cos 0 :0

wl he"n <e-s €
[1 mark]

eo .se-<- '2-e
S t,,1. 'L= ZSt"'t eC.

-r:A \' s r' s t.*^o[ *fi^e.d cL s \^, e

Wot-*Icl b<- <J cv- dtna b- z<.r

-

Sr,-r ZG ':=-

ilililllilllilil14 Jun201735713
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The probabilities of events A, B and C are related, as shown in the Venn diagram
below.

t

Find the value of x.

Circle your answer.

-6.75

J*^ A.l
--+\

0.54

[1 mark]

0.89

[1 mark]

67.85

iQ..rrlq

6

te,-
t.rur- *

t'n J{
qo'l ura n

g.,,L,,d.

0.46

5.82
-.'/.-.->,
({,

The table below shows the temperature on Mount Everest on the first day of each
month.

calculate the standard deviation of these temperatures.

, ._ Circle your answer.
i {a-

6'.:<- -= 5. zttl,
I

.:St t^ei ""d dg" r-"*t'"..o

(}\ Z!:.y

Section B

Answer all questions in the spaces provided.
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Do not write
outside the

box12 The box plot below summarises the co2 emissions, in g/km, for cars in the Large
Data Set from the London and North West regions.

39 119 142 168 346

London

North West

13 118 129 155

0

'12 (a)

50 100 150 200 250

Using the box plot, give one comparison of central
spread for the two regions.

Comparison of central tendency

300 350 400

tendency and one comparison of

[2 marks]

Comparison of spread

Th"<- I (Q {? So- /* *-^4o". ,"s

<erra -.tqr LL.o.^ tL.=- ' GR

\.'\oa-d r'e-.

ililililil llllllll16 Jun201735713



12 (b) Jaspal, an environmental researcher, used all of the data in the Large Data Set to
produce a statistical comparison of the CO2 and CO emissions in regions of England.

Using your knowledge of the Large Data Set, give two reasons why his conclusions
may be invalid.

Do not write
outside the

box

">t o" h-* t . F ccr-
[2 marks]

cxfe-

r ,.t elt^-ded t... -*:|te c! ctb"*-L €r. .i€-

!-t
I t *\L1 ft<_q t Cr,{-S

f" f-€_ r'rtc{.^c* e.d

Turn over for the next question



Do not write
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box13 Diedre is a head teacher in a school which provides primary, secondary and
sixth-form education.

There are 200 teachers in her school.

The number of teachers in each level of education along with their gender is shown in
the table below.

Primary Secondary Sixth-form

Male I 24 23

Female 35 85 24

13

13

(a) A teacher is selected at random. Find the probability that:

(a) (l) the teacher is female

3 S*+- Sgtzq
2-C} ()

\s
rs

[1 mark]

13 (a) (ii) the teacher is not a sixth-form teacher.

ct "rr--?-$- *- 3 s-+- I 5"
[1 mark]

13 (b)

-./.- t-ru \9:s
*> a(i

Given that a randomly chosen teacher is male, find the probability that this teacher is
not a primary teacher,

[2 marks]

2 q-- +- 2-3
S6

n t'a *1."--

ililililillllilllll18 Jun201735713
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13 (c) Diedre wants to select three different teachers at random to be part of a school
project.

calculate the probability that all three chosen are secondary teachers.

Turn over for the next question

[2 marks]

21- {- 9s- =- \o1 S.e c.snd

Do not write
outside the

bov
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It is known that a hospital has a mean waiting time of 4 hours for its Accident and
Emergency (A&E) patients.

After some new initiatives were introduced, a random sample of 12 patients from the
hospital's A&E Department had the following waiting times, in hours.

4.25 3.90 4.15 3.95 4.20 4.15

5.00 3.85 4.25 4.05 3.80 3.95

Carry out a hypothesis test at the 10% significance level to investigate whether the
mean waiting time at this hospital's A&E department has changed. -,*.* . ;

\Y&+ 2- L-- !!\ 
'

You nnay assume that the waiting times are normally distributed with standard
deviation 0.8 hours.

\-
)< : ') ;i",'rpi <

[7 marks]

rrzr€-+'t :c (* Z-:r- -*1! .a-t-tf .iS*

+- -5 .'t f *- Lr . -e -4-- f1--. I f t- :r- *-.

-r* T .di s) "+ \ --l* r-t-. \25*

-: g -x tF cj-E"

:1"1 't 
*f

E
{}q-1.

fft r)

,t (} 2*i cr 9,.

ililtillllilllllllll

-Ta.r€_,-€- . S L -\ J *!i {-*.'.-.'*-i -

s'L\3tre<t.- tt\+# -$'{-
-bt t*; Llc-r's *- \ c+'r :fd

"tl\*'"*czr B-l *t C-b

/v\€-c:7\ '".^; C-^uLi' -r1
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Turn over for the next question

DO NOT 'WRITE THIS PAGE
ANSWER IN THE ACES PROVIDED

Do not write
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15 (a)

A political party is holding an election to choose a new leader.

A statistician within the party decides to sample 70 party members to find their
opinions of the leadership candidates.

There are 4735 members under 30 years old and 8565 members 30 years old and
over.

The statistician wants to use a sample of 70 party members in the survey.

He decides to use a random stratified sample.

Calculate how many of each age group should be included in his sample.

[2 marks]

L,l*d*'- 3 C \-*1 3 s-

3* +- E:s-Ls*
\ T j<:'c

I t 3 s'{-'
>< "l {; -:

Explain how he could collect the random sample of members under 30 years old.

[3 marks]

G-i t("- q3-e €-1.. r1r'{, -{ fr\L>err L,r.*rJ er- 3 c

15 (b)

\
Ar- r11-ag*t$ Q-fi

lryr-*t * €-e-r-r-

c].'nci 4r- *1 3 s

te*e-o-o/-".",..*)a ter*r&:n * a- J' -'s..*
l,--l u;rvr.-L>e-r-J

;lt -+
I {r-, d-uL1 (aL.t/-id

l-' I

C) r !-<sp'-w 6;-'j.

t ./ -- I . r .i ., .-.
t

r.f-f' l* Iq/. Lt*t-\a-itv.-- '-r'#ff, CJt-=., . -\ /-Cl\tii-

! _l__^ t ?-t -l# | \
i L* \* i -\\ ,\c-t^v'{- :-)E51-s\ 1r:

ffiilililtfiil]22 Jun201735713
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An educational expert found that the correlation coefficient between the hours of
revision and the scores achieved by 25 students in their A-level exams was 0.37g

Her data came from a bivariate normal distribution.

Carry out a hypothesis test at the 1% significance level to determine if there is a
positive correlation between the hours of revision and the scores achieved by students
in their A]evel exams.

The critical value of the correlation coefficientis 0.4622

[4 marks]

r:- o-s*-jq
I-f o "- P : <*r (,-. *. <-*-.-e-': ."tr.-*\

-j> A ( ,s * s. 
"'b 

i ';g q_.*r f{-1 t-.,l)

o - *-5 Z-a

f--l|-r''\- d!
L t- -:. '-.S r-(=,--r-s ---1 L- r 

\ -=- {i' K-la
{' l*'\ r\-r:r i

'I -:r\
_,c\i.-l l

. 1.,*r* ,-'.*\ --'1.:.*41. r--!'e-; *1,- -l e-zr(\l-

|c' s* 3S**-: #'-,; ;s ci.

4#.i'e-
pc,s c+\'',^a- r:s- f {^C.:{bL-c--.- Lf5,* res-v^-

'r-.- --' Jo^S -.C (-€- " i . 5 :'c:r-r c-*-lQ -*l-le S r:s-fx
Turn over for the next question cw-q*!,- -e-!,{-d, L*\
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17 The lifetime of Zaple smartphone batteries, X hours, is normally distributed with mean
I hours and standard deviation 1.5 hours.

(a) (i) Find P(x l8) ><-; tv ( t I ' 
't=)

17

17 (a) (ii) Find P(6 <x < 10) Nc,r.t^.',t C- D
[-or,..r<r 6

[1 mark]

17 (b)
\ \r^-.fu' [2 marks]

,/tve^rJe- rn of-rtl q.

('Eq +* *l
!

Ct : l"g

j (3-7- X: 6-<>F c=.

[1 mark]

p 3 o" &t t" C3 -r.F
Determine the lifetime exceeded by 90% of Zaple smaftphone batteries.

Do not write
outside the

box
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17 (cl A different smartphone, Kaphone, has its battery's lifetime, r hours, modelled by a
normal distribution with mean 7 hours and standard deviation o.

25% of randomly selected Kaphone batteries last less than 5 hours.

Find the value of o, correct to three significant figures.

Do not write
outside the

box

/\' f{ -*'!

*S**-r::

q\s

F=.C

[4 marks]

g;\l':eq '*

*-r\l())

I4'i

. "2-V'

-c-6-'+

{i" '4€- 2
d5"* 2

al-l

;"1{-"fF\.

Turn over for the next question
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18 Tiana is a quality controller in a clothes factory. She checks for four possible types of
defects in shirts.

Of the shirts with defects, the proportion of each type of defect is as shown in the
table below.

Type of defect Colour Fabric Sewing Sizing

Probability 0.25 0.30 0.40 0.05

18

18

Shirts with defects are packed in boxes of 30 at random.

(a) Find the probability that:

(a) (i) a box contains exactly 5 shirts with a colour defect
*\---l'\'>

[2 marks]

3(i - 2.S\

3o.r S--(: q*o -Z.S- ,K cr"'l
?--s"

{*
-cr. d) - ,t LJ q-*-i

18 (a) (ii) a box contains fewerthan 15 shirts with a sewing defect
\-,,-\r'4 [2 marks]

34, cr ' L{-

f,3 r',..r -r-r.'.a,i C- D

>{ : lt'
lj -=- 3c; ,J: c'-R2-.+6

l
r) 

^.(l-l'- *> u -{-
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18 (a) (iii) a box contains at least 20 shirts which do not have a fabric defect.
#

OTJ
[3 marks]

-x 

--! i3 (=o\ cr'1)
7r 2Q : 1* >< <. rcl

: o-a3 o3-l ( ;".o*^,^.'o\

>< :- !1
/r:-j(5
D =- o .-
I

--= Q * 2-6

Question 18 continues on the next page
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Do not write
outside the

box18 (b)

18 (b) (i)

Tiana wants to investigate the proportion, p, of defective shirts with a fabric defect.

She wishes to test the hypotheses

H6 :P: S'3

H1 :p < 0.3

She takes a random sample of 60 shirts with a defect and finds that x of them have a
fabric defect.

Using a 5% level of significance, find the critical region for x.

[5 marks]

5* 1s] \ ".: c: -ot 3&*1

f tN & ,oz_\ € (J - crg-

lililllllilllilllil28 Jun201735713
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18 (b) (ii) ln her sample she finds 13 shirts with a fabric defect.

Complete the test stating her conclusion in context.

END OF QUESTIONS

[2 marks]

c-n-t'cqi ra<n,:r^, c- c-ceet
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